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Figure 1: We propose DAFNet, a novel data-driven framework that can generate various actions for indoor environment interactions. Given
the desired root and upper-body pose as control inputs, DAFNet generates whole-body poses for a character appropriate for furniture of
various shapes and combinations.

Abstract
We present DAFNet, a novel data-driven framework capable of generating various actions for indoor environment interactions.
By taking desired root and upper-body poses as control inputs, DAFNet generates whole-body poses suitable for furniture of
various shapes and combinations. To enable the generation of diverse actions, we introduce an action predictor that automat-
ically infers the probabilities of individual action types based on the control input and environment. The action predictor is
learned in an unsupervised manner by training Gaussian Mixture Variational Autoencoder (GMVAE). Additionally, we pro-
pose a two-part normalizing flow-based pose generator that sequentially generates upper and lower body poses. This two-part
model improves motion quality and the accuracy of satisfying conditions over a single model generating the whole body. Our
experiments show that DAFNet can create continuous character motion for indoor scene scenarios, and both qualitative and
quantitative evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Motion processing;

1. Introduction

The generation of character motion under given condition has been
a significant research topic for a long time. With the use of deep
learning techniques, researchers have made remarkable progress in
generating high-quality motions for various actions, such as walk-

ing [HAB20], athletic motions [XSLvdP22] with given root tra-
jectory, and dancing with music [VPHB∗21]. Compared to gener-
ating these motions in free space, creating interactive motion that
involves various pieces of furniture in an indoor environment re-
mains a challenging problem. In addition to ensuring the natural-
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ness of the resulting motion, this problem imposes challenging re-
quirements, such as avoiding collision with the environment and
satisfying various control inputs that specify the character’s task.

To this end, researchers have developed regression-based deep
learning networks (e.g., [SZKS19, HCV∗21]) that output high-
quality character motions for given environmental conditions. To
enable a single motion generator to create suitable actions for a
variety of furniture, these methods train the networks to generate
labeled actions specific to each furniture type. However, in indoor
environments where multiple furniture items are often involved in
simultaneous interactions (e.g., writing at a desk while sitting in a
chair), it would be more advantageous if actions could be generated
without requiring labeling associated with specific furniture types.

In addition, these regression-based pose generation methods typ-
ically require future and goal-oriented features, as well as past and
current features of the character, as inputs. These features help to
narrow down the range of feasible output poses. However, when
fewer network inputs are provided, the regression-based approach
may struggle to produce high-quality motion due to the indetermi-
nacy. On the other hand, normalizing flows-based generative mod-
els, such as MoGlow [HAB20], have demonstrated remarkable per-
formance in learning the conditional pose distribution using only
past and current conditions. However, these methods have so far
only been able to generate a single action type, such as locomo-
tion [YYKB21] and dancing [VPHB∗21], within a single network.
Enabling a single network to produce a wider range of actions still
remains a challenging goal.

To address these limitations, we propose DAFNet, a novel frame-
work capable of generating poses for multiple actions interacting
with indoor environments, such as walking, sitting, and writing on a
board, using a single trained network. The control input to DAFNet
is the desired position and orientation of the character’s root, and
may also include desired head and hand positions or the desired
upper-body pose. DAFNet then generates whole-body poses appro-
priate for nearby pieces of furniture of various shapes while satis-
fying the control input.

The key component that enables the generation of multiple ac-
tions is our action predictor-based learning of multi-conditional
pose distribution. To achieve this, we train a Gaussian mixture vari-
ational autoencoder (GMVAE) in an unsupervised manner, where
the encoder network, dubbed the action predictor, is trained to in-
fer the probabilities of individual action types based on the control
input and environment. The action probabilities are provided to the
pose generator as an additional condition.

Our pose generator is modeled with the normalizing flow ap-
proach. We modify the baseline model MoGlow [HAB20] for a
more accurate pose generation under diverse conditions. Specifi-
cally, we divide the pose generation module into two: the first nor-
malizing flow transformation for the upper body, followed by the
next flow that generates the lower body. This two-step generation
approach for the upper and lower body has been demonstrated ef-
fective in [HTBX23, GCO∗21]. We show that our sequential struc-
ture increases the degree of control input satisfaction.

The effectiveness of our method is validated through a number of
experiments. We demonstrate that DAFNet can create continuous

character motion for indoor scene scenarios, and an ablation study
is performed to assess the advantages of the major components of
our framework.

Our work makes the following contributions:

• DAFNet generates character poses of diverse action types for a
given environment.

• The two-part normalizing flow structure improves the accuracy
of the generated poses under diverse conditions.

• Our framework is the first generative approach to learning the
pose distribution conditioned on diverse furniture types and con-
trol inputs.

2. Related Work

Motion Generation for Control Inputs Optimization-based ap-
proaches have been extensively explored to achieve plausible hu-
man motions satisfying given control inputs [WK88, GMHP04,
LWH∗12]. To increase the resulting motion’s naturalness, some
approaches use single or multiple reference motion data, but the
motion quality can be compromised if the given task requires the
solution to deviate significantly from the reference motion.

Recent studies developed regression-based deep learning mod-
els to learn the relationship between the control inputs and their
corresponding motions in a deterministic way [HKS17, SZKS19,
BBKK17, FNM19, FLFM15, MBR17]. These models can gener-
ate high-quality motions that satisfy the control inputs encoded
by neural encoder networks [ZSKS18,SZKS19,SZKZ20,SZZK21,
CGM∗20]. However, the regression-based approach has limited ca-
pability to generate diverse poses from the same input. For the
pose generation task, it usually requires highly detailed control in-
puts, including future and goal-oriented features, which may not be
available for real-time applications.

Human-Object Interaction in Indoor Scene The relationship be-
tween humans, scenes, and objects has been a recurring topic of re-
search in computer graphics and vision. Traditional studies have fo-
cused on techniques for detecting 3D objects [GD07,GSEH11] and
predicting affordances based on human poses [DFL∗12, GGVG11,
FDG∗12]. In more recent works, there has been an emphasis
on generating realistic static poses within the context of a 3D
scene [LLK∗19, ZBT21, ZZM∗20, HGT∗21, ZWZ∗22, HWL∗23,
GDG∗23], leveraging newly collected datasets on human interac-
tions [HCTB19, GMSPM21, BXP∗22, TGBT20]. Compared to the
studies focused on creating static poses, our work tackles a task of
generating coherent motions that align with the scene.

Regarding the generation of human-object interaction motions,
Sebastian et al. [SZKS19] and Hassan et al. [HCV∗21] have de-
veloped methods to generate motions interacting with furniture.
COUCH [ZBS∗22] can generate character motion that achieves in-
ferred hand positions for the target chair. These methods require
labeling motion data into discrete action types, where one action
is associated with one furniture type (e.g., chair-sitting, bed-lying).
On the other hand, our framework learns the probabilities of differ-
ent action types in a given environment in an unsupervised manner,
which naturally allows for performing multiple actions simultane-
ously. By not associating furniture type with particular action types,
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our method can generate many plausible actions appropriate for
furniture shape and input upper body pose (e.g., sitting on a bed).

Conditional Probabilistic Models. Probabilistic models form an-
other branch of deep learning-based human motion generation. The
probabilistic models use generative models such as Variational Au-
toencoder (VAE) (e.g., [SMK22, LVC∗21]) and Generative Adver-
sarial Network (e.g. [CODB21,KML18]) to learn the distribution of
human pose features x. The generative models learn the relationship
between a complex distribution p(x) and a simple prior distribution
p(z) using neural networks. Then sampling data from p(x) is per-
formed by sampling z ∼ p(z) followed by obtaining x = f (z) from
the learned networks f . In addition, by adding a condition vector
c into the network inputs, they can learn the conditional proba-
bility p(x|c). VAE and GAN are popular generative models that
have shown remarkable achievements in various tasks. However,
VAE may produce blurry results as it optimizes a variational lower
bound on model likelihood rather than learning actual maximum
likelihood. GAN may suffer from the mode collapse phenomenon.

Our framework is based on the normalizing flows [KD18,
HCS∗19, MMR∗19], a generative model that learns the mapping
network f with a series of invertible network modules. The func-
tion invertibility allows for computing the exact probability p(x),
making it possible to learn the distribution p(x) by training the
networks to directly maximize the likelihood. The model can also
learn the conditional probability p(x|c) by adding a condition vec-
tor c into the network. Using the normalizing flow approach, Henter
et al. [HAB20] developed MoGlow, which generates locomotion
satisfying a target 2D root trajectory. MoGlow has also been found
useful for reconstructing motions with missing markers [YYKB21]
and generating dancing motions with music input [VPHB∗21]. To
more accurately satisfy input conditions, FLAG [ACB∗22] intro-
duced an additional network to infer noise input for the pose gener-
ative model. However, these models have only learned single action
type with a single framework. Our work is the first normalized flow-
based glow model to learn conditional pose distributions under var-
ious conditions for indoor environment interaction. To address this,
we propose several modifications to MoGlow that increase the ac-
curacy of satisfying control inputs.

3. Normalizing Flows

We first explain the basics of normalizing flows, and introduce
MoGlow, a method that learns the conditional pose distribution for
generating the continuous motion based on Glow structure.

A normalizing flow models data x ∈ RD as an output of an in-
vertible, differentiable function f of noise z ∈ RD:

x = f (z)where z ∼ π(z). (1)

The probability density of x under the function f is obtained by the
change of variables formula:

p(x) = p( f−1(x))
∣∣∣∣det

∂( f−1)

∂x

∣∣∣∣. (2)

Intuitively, the model f compresses and expands the density of the
noise distribution p(z) and the amount of change is quantified by
the determinant of the Jacobian of the transformation by f . The

noise distribution p(z) is assumed to be simple, typically a stan-
dard normal distribution. The model f = f0 ◦ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fK consists
of a K-series of invertible neural network module blocks, each of
which is called a flow step. A well-designed flow step should be
easy to calculate its inverse and the determinant of Jacobian. Given
a dataset T = {x(n)}N

n=1, the parameters of f are trained by maxi-
mizing the total log-likelihood LNF = ∑n log p(x(n)).

The flow step of our baseline model MoGlow [HAB20] adopts
the coupling layer scheme of Glow [KD18]. The coupling layer
splits input x into two halves, x = [xA,xB], and then transforms
only xA using an affine transformation, of which parameters are
determined by a deep-learning network according to xB as well as
other conditions. Glow introduced a trainable permutation layer to
enhance the generation capability. MoGlow modified Glow with
LSTM modules to generate a continuous pose sequence.

4. Method

4.1. Overview

DAFNet is a normalizing flows-based pose generation framework
that learns the conditional distribution of human pose. Figure 2
shows the overall architecture of our framework. Denoting a pose
x ∈ R3 j by the positions of j (= 22) number of joints with respect
to the root which is a transformation matrix denoted as R ∈ R4×4.
The root’s position is determined as the ground-projection of the
pelvis joint, and the root’s rotation is computed using the up-vector
and the forward direction of the pose. Our framework generates xτ

at time τ according to given desired conditions. The total desired
conditions cτ for our framework consist of

cτ = {cτ
vel ,c

τ
env,c

τ
ob}, (3)

where cvel denotes the target velocity of the root and cenv is the
environment condition. An optional condition cob represents the
desired condition for the upper body.

Specifically, when a new target root Rτ is given for time τ, cτ
env

and cτ
ob are expressed with respect to Rτ, while the root velocity

cvel from Rτ−1 to Rτ is expressed with respect to Rτ−1. The envi-
ronment condition cenv is a encoded feature vector that encodes the
occupancy (∈ [0,1]) of the furniture in 2640 sphere shape colliders
inside a cylindrical volume, as used by [SZKS19]. As explained in
Sec. 4.3, the upper-body observation vector cob ∈ R3 j may specify
the desired upper-body pose in terms of full joints or only head and
hand joints.

Human motion interacting with indoor environments includes
many actions. Our experiment (Section 6.1) shows that the base-
line model, MoGlow [HAB20], struggles to generate diverse, high-
quality actions with the conditions cτ given as input.

To address this issue, our framework consists of two main com-
ponents: action predictor and two-part pose generative model. The
action predictor automatically disentangles the pose data by pre-
dicting action probabilities. The multi-conditional pose generator,
designed as a two-part Glow model, generates the upper-body pose
and the lower-body pose in sequence to satisfy the desired condi-
tions more accurately.
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Figure 2: The overview of DAFNet framework. Given target root velocity and optionally upper-body pose as control inputs, DAFNet gener-
ates poses for diverse actions appropriate for the surrounding environment.

4.2. Action Predictor

The action predictor is the core component of our framework that
enables a single pose generative model to generate various inter-
action motions by automatically disentangling the pose space into
action types. Specifically, the action predictor learns to infer the
probabilities π of individual action types according to the scene
feature defined as:

sτ = {cτ
vel ,c

τ
env,c

τ
history}, (4)

where chistory represents the past 10 frames of the root velocities
cvel and poses x. Figure 3 shows that our action predictor disentan-
gles the data properly.

Figure 3: Examples of the predicted action types for given environ-
ments. The action probabilities of the current frame is shown in a
circle with the transparency of the line indicating the probability.

To obtain the action predictor, we modify Gaussian Mixture VAE
(GMVAE) [DMG∗16] for our purpose as shown in Figure 4. The
lower stream constructs the manifold of s. The upper stream is

Figure 4: Training of the action predictor within GMVAE frame-
work.

trained such that qα maps s into K-dimensional probabilities, which
are then projected into the manifold of s. From the learned GMVAE
model, we only use qα as our action predictor.

The entire networks are trained end-to-end in an unsupervised
manner by minimizing the loss terms below:

Ltotal = Lrecon +LKL +Lcat . (5)

The reconstruction term Lrecon is modeled as a mean squared error
between s and ŝ to construct the latent space of s. The prior loss
term LKL ensures consistency between the Gaussian distribution
from the decoder pβ(z|π) and the manifold of s obtained by qs(z|s):

LKL = KL(qs(z|s)||pβ(z|π)). (6)

The original work [DMG∗16] also used the prior and reconstruc-
tion loss terms for training. However, as their objective was to sam-
ple noise z from a K-Gaussian mixture, the decoder network pβ

was modeled to output K means and variances. Additionally, they
performed a marginalization over all K labels to calculate pβ(z). In
contrast, our goal is to develop an action predictor based on scene
feature. Therefore, our decoder pβ(z) produces a single Gaussian
from the estimated probabilities π.

In addition, we include the category term Lcat to encourage the
output logit of the action predictor to generate probability. We com-
pute the entropy loss with the logit and the probability value that
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is obtained by applying a soft-max function to the logit. The esti-
mated K action probabilities are used as one of the conditions for
the pose generator. We empirically set K to 10. A smaller value of
K made it difficult to distinguish interactions with different furni-
ture items, such as distinguishing the sitting poses of low and high
chairs. Conversely, a higher value of K could represent similar mo-
tions with multiple action types. We determined that K=10 provides
a balanced division of action types.

The decoder network pβ’s performance depends on the accuracy
of the predicted action probabilities π. Instead of directly inputting
the predicted probability π to the decoder network from the be-
ginning, scheduled sampling for π may help stabilize training and
prevent the network from falling into a sub-optimum. For this, we
use the Gumbel-softmax reparameterization trick [JGP16] to sam-
ple π

∗. It starts with a high temperature value, which tends to make
π
∗ a uniform probability (π∗

i = 1/K), and gradually decreases the
temperature to allow the predicted probabilities π to be fed as input
to the decoder network. We take this annealing process to give a
high temperature of 1.0 at the first epoch and to continuously re-
duce it to 0.5. After training, we set the temperature as 0.7.

4.3. Multi-Conditional Pose Generator

We modeled our multi-conditional pose generator by modifying
MoGlow to satisfy the conditions, such as the upper-body pose,
more accurately. The pose generator generates a pose for the cur-
rent time step from the noise sampled from the prior distribution
along with the total conditions cτ and the action probabilities π

τ.

Figure 5: The structure of our two-part Glow model. The observa-
tion vector for the lower-body Glow model is updated to match the
generated upper-body pose in the upstream.

Two-Part Glow Model Figure 5 shows the detailed structure of
our two-part pose generator that first generates the upper-body pose
followed by generating the lower-body pose. To achieve coherence
between the upper and the lower-body poses, we design the model
to receive different pose observation vector for each Glow model.
We first generate the upper-body pose xU ∈ Ru=42 with the obser-
vation vector in the total conditions. Then for the lower-body Glow
model, the upper-body part of the observation vector is updated
with the generated upper-body pose xU .

The rationale behind our two-part model is as follows: The
trained permutation layer enhances the overall performance of the

coupling layer-based normalizing flow approach (Section 3). How-
ever, from the perspective of pose data, the permutation steps break
the dimensional mapping between xi and zi. Therefore, we cannot
isolate the sub-vector of z that is exclusively mapped to xU with a
monolithic Glow model. This makes it extremely difficult to sample
various lower-body poses while fixing the upper-body. In contrast,
our two-part model generates lower-body pose from the lower-body
noise while satisfying the upper-body pose given as the observa-
tion.

An additional benefit of the two-part model is the reduced com-
plexity of the model. We found that 3 coupling layers are enough
for learning each upper-body and lower-body model, which takes
around 0.02 seconds to sample a pose. In contrast, MoGlow needs
16 coupling layers for similar motion quality and takes around 0.05
seconds for inference.

Upper-Body Conditions Our objective is to allow various modes
for the upper-body condition to be specified with cob: FREE (no
constraints on the upper-body), EE (only head and hand joints are
constrained), and FULL (all upper-body joints are constrained). In
FULL mode, all elements belonging to the upper-body (denoted as
xU ∈ Ru=42) within cob are assigned target values. In EE mode,
only the elements corresponding to the end-effector joints (denoted
as cee ∈ R3∗3) are assigned target values, while the remaining ele-
ments are set to zero. In FREE mode, all elements are set to zero.
During training, we randomly choose one of the three modes, with
the initial mode set to FREE. Figure 6 shows the sampling proce-
dures for three different upper-body pose observation modes.

Figure 6: The various upper-body pose observations.

5. Implementation Details

5.1. Network Training

Figure 7 shows the process for training and inference of our frame-
work. The two-part Glow model is trained by maximizing the log-
likelihood LNF (Sec. 3) with a pre-trained action predictor. The
likelihood is computed from data x as z = f−1

θ
(x) (Figure 7, left)

where θ denotes the network parameters.

We standardized the data of the character pose and the root ve-
locity. Our Glow model includes LSTM networks to deal with the
pose sequence data. For training, pose sequences of 70 frames are
used. As shown in Figure 8, these 70 frames are used to generate
70 likelihoods, from which the mean likelihood for each mini-batch
was calculated.
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Training took approximately 6 hours for the GMVAE and 24
hours for the pose generator with a GeForce Titan XP. The batch
size was 50. All components were trained with a learning rate of
1 × 10−4, and the Noam learning rate scheduler [VSP∗17] with
a warm-up of 1k step and a peak learning rate of 1 × 10−3 was
employed.

Figure 7: Left: training of the pose generator with fixed action pre-
dictor. Right: The inference process to sample a character pose.

Figure 8: A pose sequence of 70 frames (data[0···69]) is processed
by LSTM modules for training.

5.2. Data Augmentation

For locomotion data, we used publicly available locomotion
datasets [HHS∗17,MBS09]. In addition, we captured multi-contact
motions with respect to chairs and desks with varying heights
(high/medium/low) and widths (wide/normal), and a whiteboard. In
the capture stage, we asked the actors to approach and interact with
furniture at different speeds from different directions for each piece
of furniture. Specifically, we positioned the actor in three starting
positions: front, right-side, and back. During the interaction cap-
ture with the chair-desk combination, we specified which furniture
the actor’s hands would contact temporarily: either both hands on
the desk, both hands on the chair, or one hand on the desk and the
other on the chair. We imported all motions into a game engine
and matched virtual furniture to be consistent with the interaction
motion.

Locomotion data was augmented by mirroring as well as reverse-
playing for backward-moving motions [HAB20]. For augmenting
multi-contact motion, we randomly switched 3D geometry of fur-
niture as done by [SZKS19, HCV∗21] and retargeted the source
motion to different heights of furniture. Our contact-engaging mo-
tion has diverse contact configurations with the hand, hip, and foot
as shown in Figure 9. To retarget such non-trivial interaction mo-
tions, we adopted the method of [TAAP∗16]. We represented the
spatial relationship between a character and a source object using

Figure 9: Data augmentation examples. Target furniture is set to
be lower than the source furniture to ensure naturalness of the re-
targeted motion (hc: high chair, hd: high desk, mc: medium chair,
md: medium desk).

sample points on the object surface and determined the target posi-
tion of the character joints with respect to the sample points on the
target object so as to preserve the original spatial relationship.

We found that setting the target furniture height lower than that
of the source furniture secured naturalness of the retargeted motion.
For example, a motion for a high chair-high desk combination is re-
targeted to a high chair-medium desk, a medium chair-high desk,
and a medium chair-medium desk as shown in Figure 9. We col-
lected approximately 34k motion clips of 70 frames as our dataset.

6. Experiments

In this section, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the plau-
sibility and flexibility of the motions generated by our framework,
and compare with SAMP and MoGlow. Please refer to the accom-
panying video for clear qualitative evaluations. Code and data will
be released, upon paper publication.

We used two datasets for comparison. SAMP dataset was used to
train our model and compare with the SAMP model. The training
took 24 hours. In addition, our own dataset was used to train our
model and MoGlow for comparison, and to conduct ablation stud-
ies. It took 36 hours to train MoGlow and our model each. After
training, we used a Ryzen 5 CPU with 6 cores for all experiments.

6.1. Qualitative Evaluation

Generating Diverse Actions. Our model is capable of generat-
ing diverse actions suitable for input furniture. Figure 10 shows
that different approaching motions are created for different furni-
ture types when only the target root trajectory are given. Figure
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Figure 10: Diverse actions can be generated for different furniture types.

11 shows that different motions suitable for furniture of varying
heights can be generated from the same root trajectory input.

Figure 11: Final poses for various heights of furniture with the
same root trajectory.

Accommodating Varying Upper-body Input Types. Our frame-
work runs with different types for the upper-body conditions. Fig-
ure 12(left) shows the results when the whole upper-body pose is
given as input. The whole-body pose satisfying the input upper-
body pose is created adaptively to the given chair-desk variations.
Figure 12(right) shows that our framework fulfills given upper body
tasks, greeting and writing, by generating proper lower body mo-

tions (sitting and standing) according to given configuration of a
desk.

Figure 13 shows an example of generating motions with the tar-
get positions of the two hands and head given as input. While the
COUCH focuses on generating motions to realize target hand-chair
contact, our model can also generate non-contact interactions, such
as greetings, and continuous interactions, such as writing, by sam-
pling poses that satisfy the target position of a given end-effector.

Figure 12: Left: various lower body poses are generated accord-
ing to the environment while satisfying the input upper-body pose.
Right: different actions can be generated for the same furniture
type.

Figure 14 and Figure 1 show a long sequence of motion gener-
ated by our method with varying upper-body input types. When the
upper-body input type changes during motion generation, discon-
tinuity in motion may occur. To enhance motion quality, we inter-
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Taeil Jin & Sung-Hee Lee / DAFNet: Generating Diverse Actions for Furniture Interaction by Learning Conditional Pose Distribution

polate the joint angles between consecutive poses when input type
changes.

Figure 13: Motion generated with the desired end-effector (head
and two hands) trajectories.

Figure 14: A continuous motion created in an indoor scene with
various furniture pieces.

Comparison with SAMP and MoGlow. In contrast to previous
regression-based pose generators, our framework can learn pose
distribution with sparser conditions, without future or goal-directed
conditions. When trained with the same input as ours, SAMP failed
to generate plausible motions. A vector concatenating the observa-
tion vector cob and scene feature s was used state for SAMP, and it
took 5 days for learning with our dataset.

Figure 15 compares our framework and MoGlow in terms of
learning actions for furniture. A vector concatenating the obser-
vation vector cob and scene feature s was used as the input condi-
tion for MoGlow. When trained with both interaction and locomo-
tion data in our dataset, MoGlow shows significant artifacts, such
as severe foot sliding during walking and floating above chair. In
contrast, our framework generates much improved motion qualities
across the actions.

6.2. Quantitative Experiment

Experiments were conducted for two upper-body condition modes:
EE and FREE. We assessed the models’ performance using three

metrics. For control satisfaction accuracy, we measured the mean
of absolute error of the end-effector (head and hands) positions
(EED). The error values were normalized to the character’s height
of 1.7 meters. For motion fidelity, we measured the foot sliding
counts (FS) and collision counts. A foot was considered sliding if
the toe-base joint is below 7cm from the ground and had a velocity
higher than 0.4cm/s. If both feet were sliding in a frame, FS was
increased by two. To detect collisions, we attached sphere colliders
of 10cm radius to every joint and performed collision detection be-
tween the character and furniture. The collision of joints except the
hip, hands, and feet were counted as bad collision (BCC).

Comparison with SAMP We compared the original decoder net-
work of SAMP and our model, both trained on the SAMP dataset.
The test dataset consists of sitting motions for four different types
of chairs and a lying motion for a bed within a total of 5359 frames.

As the autoregressive structure of SAMP receives an action in-
put and a target furniture, predicts a state that includes various
features including the root trajectory, and utilizes the predicted
state for estimating the next state. Therefore, it is difficult to give
a current condition, such as target hand positions, as input to
these autoregression-based motion generation approach. As such
we compared the SAMP with our model in FREE mode for fair-
ness. In addition, we compare our model with a variation of the
SAMP, called SAMP-A, in which only the features of the predicted
pose are autoregressed while other features, including the root path,
are set from the ground truth data. We chose SAMP-A to exam-
ine the SAMP framework under a similar condition as our model,
where the target root is provided.

Table 1 shows the comparison results. Our model outperformed
SAMP and SAMP-A in terms of motion quality. In case of SAMP,
the motion quality degraded when input action changed, such as
sitting to walking. In case of SAMP-A, foot sliding artifact was
significant for turning motions. In our framework, the action pre-
dictor outputs different action probabilities according to different
furniture type and root velocity, such as turn, which helps to im-
prove the motion quality.

Table 1: Comparison with SAMP.

FS ↓ BCC ↓

SAMP 5701 9617

SAMP-A 5427 9846

Ours 5170 8129

Ablation Study For the ablation study, five types of furniture were
used as a test dataset, consisting of low chair, high/wide chair,
chair-desk combinations of low and high heights, and a white-
board, totaling 4135 frames. Each test data includes motion that
approaches furniture from different directions, sits or stands, and
begins interacting motions.

We compare DAFNet with MoGlow and an ablated variation of
our model for quantitative evaluation. AP-P is modeled by replac-
ing our two-part Glow model with a single Glow model. Therefore,
comparing MoGlow and AP-P demonstrates the effect of the action

© 2023 Eurographics - The European Association
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Figure 15: Motions are generated with only target root trajectory, without specifying the target upper body pose. Left: our method (top)
generates higher-quality motions than MoGlow (bottom) when trained with a multi-action dataset. Right: Our method can generate plausible
motions even in challenging environments with complex furniture arrangements. The probability of action types is shown in a circle with the
transparency of the line indicating the probability.

predictor, while comparing AP-P and Ours shows the effect of the
two-part model. We used 6 coupling layers for every Glow model
except for MoGlow, which includes 16 coupling layers.

Table 2 shows the comparison results. Our model outperforms
the compared models for most criteria, which suggests that the
major components of our framework are all crucial for achieving
high performance. MoGlow shows poor performance for all crite-
ria, which suggests that simple concatenation of conditions is not
effective for generating diverse action types for human-object in-
teraction. Comparing AP-P and MoGlow shows that the action pre-
dictor helps our model learn multiple action types within a single
framework. In EE mode, the AP-P has a lower BCC score than
Ours. However, when comparing AP-P and Ours in terms of EED,
the two-part model significantly increases the accuracy of control
input satisfaction. Figure 16 compares the quality of satisfying tar-
get end-effector positions. Our model (right), which comprises a
two-part Glow model, can satisfy the desired hand positions better
than MoGlow and AP-P.

Figure 16: Motion generated with the desired end-effector (head
and two hands). Our model (right) follows the control inputs well,
unlike MoGlow (left), and AP-P (middle) which consists of a mono-
tonic Glow model.

Table 2: Comparison Results.

FS ↓ EED ↓ BCC ↓

FREE EE EE FREE EE

MoGlow 5495 5361 0.230 1328 609

AP-P 2623 2344 0.106 561 289

Ours 2528 2050 0.026 289 385

7. Limitation and Future Works

Our framework has several limitations that need to be overcome
by future research. First, our model is designed to determine the
upper body pose first and then the lower body pose, making it suit-
able for most upper body-oriented daily movements. However, it
may not be applicable when the desired lower body pose needs to
be specified, such as kicking. In such cases, a two-part structure
with the opposite hierarchy to ours should be used. An integrated
framework that can flexibly specify the upper or lower body pose
as control input is an intriguing research topic.

Our model generates suitable motion for diverse furniture items.
Nevertheless, we need to enhance further motion quality. Incorpo-
rating predicted foot velocity loss into the training process would
improve the generated motion’s proper foot velocity. Additionally,
considering the character’s skin-level shape and integrating finger
joints into our framework would effectively reduce inappropriate
skin-level hand penetration through furniture.

We considered foot sliding and inappropriate penetrations of
rigid bodies as key indicators for evaluating motion quality. Con-
ducting a perceptual user study would enable a more comprehen-
sive assessment of motion quality.

Employing more sophisticated data augmentation techniques can
enhance the ability of our framework to handle a broader range of
furniture geometries. Recent studies have demonstrated that diffu-

© 2023 Eurographics - The European Association
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sion models can generate diverse furniture shapes using only partial
furniture shapes as input [ZDW21]. Developing a diffusion model
that can produce a range of furniture shapes based on a given hu-
man pose would be valuable in augmenting human-object interac-
tion data.

Our framework’s control input consists of the root and upper
body pose. An intriguing area of future research is to develop a
method that generates these control inputs based on a given high-
level task. By integrating such a method with our framework, we
can create an intelligent virtual agent capable of performing high-
level tasks while interacting with the environment.

8. Conclusion

This paper presented DAFNet, a novel data-driven character pose
generation framework for indoor environment interactions. Given
the desired root and upper-body pose, our framework can generate
the whole-body poses appropriate for furniture of various shapes
and combinations while satisfying the desired upper-body pose.
The strengths of our framework are achieved by the action predic-
tor and a two-part normalizing flow structure. The action predictor
helps generate diverse action types appropriate for the given en-
vironment. The two-part normalizing flow structure enhances the
accuracy of the generated poses with both the environment and the
upper-body control inputs. Overall, our framework can create con-
tinuous character motion for indoor scene scenarios.
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Appendix A: Network Architecture

The network architecture of DAFNet is presented in following ta-
bles. The Table 3 shows the details of encoder and decoder net-
works of GMVAE and Table 4 shows the details of the coupling
layer of the upper-body and lower-body flow modules.

We apply a dropout of 0.5 to non-zero environmental values dur-
ing training to enhance the generalization of the environmental sen-
sor values. The network structures of the environment encoder for
both architectures are provided in their respective tables.

The final conditions of our pose generator consist of encoded
environment conditions (512D), root velocity (3D), and pose ob-
servation vector (66D) along with the action probabilities (10D). In
the coupling-layer of Glow’s flow step, the input x (Upper: 42D,
Lower: 24D) is halved into xA and xB, and xB (21D) is affine trans-
formed by scale and bias parameters. The scale and bias parameters
are produced by a network that takes xA and the final conditions as
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inputs. The network of the coupling layer is designed as a LSTM
module with two hidden layers.

Table 3: GMVAE Architecture.

Environment Encoder

Network Input Output Activation

Linear 2640 512 -

Action Predictor qα

Network Input Output Activation

Linear 693+512 512 ReLU
Linear 512 512 ReLU

Linear(fot π) 512 10 -

Decoder pβ

Network Input Output Activation

Linear(for µ) 10 66 -
Linear(for σ) 10 66 -

Encoder qs

Network Input Output Activation

Linear 693+512+10 512 ReLU
Linear 512 512 ReLU

Linear(for µ) 512 66 -
Linear(for σ) 512 66 -

Decoder pθ

Network Input Output Activation

Linear 66 512 ReLU
Linear 512 512 ReLU
Linear 512 693+2640 -

Table 4: Flow Module Architecture.

Environment Encoder

Network Input Output Activation

Linear 2640 512 ReLU
Linear 512 512 -

Upper-body Coupling-layer

Network Input Output Layers

LSTM 512+3+66+10+21 512 2
Linear 512 21*2 -

Lower-body Coupling-layer

Network Input Output Layers

LSTM 512+3+66+10+12 512 2
Linear 512 12*2 -
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